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1. Introduction 

The twenty-nine years since the experimental dis- 
covery of CP violation in the neutral kaon system 
have seen great progress in both the experimental tech- 
niques used to study this phenomenon and the the- 
oretical interpretation of the measurements. Whilst 
there is general agreement [ 1 ] on the magnitude of 
CP violation in the kaon mass-matrix, recent preci- 
sion measurements [2,3 ] on the relative amounts of 
CP violation in the transition to the two possible 2n 
final states differ at the two standard deviation level. 
In the earlier result [2] from this Collaboration, ev- 
idence for direct CP violation was reported, R = 
Ir/0o/~/+_l 2 = 0.980 + 0.004 -4- 0.005, and Re e ' /e  = 
(3.3 4- 1.1 ) × 10-3, whilst a more recent measurement 
[3], Re e ' /e  = (0.74 4- 0.59) × 10 -3, is consistent 
with no effect. 

The result reported here is a new measurement of 
Re e ' /c  using the same method as ref. [2] with data 
taken in both 1988 and 1989. The data sample is about 
three times that ofref. [2 ], of which two thirds was ob- 
tained in 1989. There have been significant improve- 
ments to the beam and the detector in order to under- 
stand the backgrounds better and to reduce the sys- 
tematic uncertainties. In the following, the method, 
the beam, and the detector are described briefly, with 
emphasis on the differences from the previous mea- 
surement. Subsequently, the data selection and anal- 
ysis are presented. A more detailed description of the 
beam and detector can be found in ref. [4], and a full 
discussion of the present experimental results will be 
given in ref. [ 5 ]. 

2. Overview of the method 

CoUinear neutral beams created by high-energy pro- 
tons striking beryllium targets are alternately used to 
generate quite similar distributions Of KL and Ks two- 
pion decays over a 50 m fiducial region. Measurement 
of the decays is based on large-acceptance wire cham- 
bers and calorimeters, located about 120 m from the 
beginning of the fiducial region. The KL energy spec- 
trum peaks at 100 GeV and the decay vertex distri- 
bution is essentially fiat (YCTKL ~-- 3 km). The decay 
vertex distribution for Ks decays (ycZr, s ~ 5 m) is 
made similar to that for the KL decays by mounting 

the Ks target and collimator on a train which can be 
positioned at 41 stations, separated by 1.2 m, through- 
out the 50 m fiducial region. The Ks energy spectrum 
is naturally somewhat harder than the KL spectrum 
because of Ks decays occurring before the collimator 
and the probability for KL to decay in the fiducial re- 
gion. This difference is partially compensated by the 
choice of a lower proton beam energy and larger pro- 
duction angle for the KS beam. Figs. la and lb show 
the measured energy spectra and vertex distributions 
of the four decay modes. 

Events are collected concurrently in both the 
charged (n+n - )  and neutral (non °) modes. In the 
KL beam, the dominant three-body decays are re- 
duced to a background subtraction at the percent 
level through particle identification and kinematic 
cuts; background in the KS beam is less than 10 -3 
and is thus negligible. In order to extract Re U/e, the 
double ratio R of CP-violating to CP-conserving 2n 
decay rates, 

r (KL °)/r (KL 
R =  

F (KS ~ 2no) /F  (Ks ~ n+n - )  

= 1 - 6 R e e ' / ~ ,  

is formed in bins of energy and decay position to min- 
imize the acceptance correction. There are small cor- 
rections to the double ratio of observed decays ow- 
ing to the residual differences in acceptance, measure- 
ment resolution, trigger efficiency, and the efficiency 
of the Ks anti-counter used to define the beginning of 
the KS fiducial region. A few per cent of events are lost 
in each beam because of unassociated additional ac- 
tivity in the detector. By imposing equivalent criteria 
on the event selection, these losses are made approxi- 
mately symmetrical between the two decay modes in 
each beam, and the correction for any residual dif- 
ference between these effects in the two beams is ob- 
tained by overlaying good events with random trig- 
gers. Finally, there are systematic uncertainties asso- 
ciated with the background subtractions, the correc- 
tions, and the knowledge of the relative energy scale 
of the four modes. 
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Fig. 1. The energy spectra (a) and the vertex distributions (b) of the 7t+7~ - and 7t°Tt 0 decay modes in the Ks and KL beams. 
Events in Ks have been weighted as a function of target position so that the Ks and KL vertex distributions are nearly identical. 

3. The Kr, and Ks beams 

The KL beam is generated by 450 GeV protons from 
the CERN Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) striking 
a target located 120 m from the final collimator and 
the beginning of the fiducial region. A small contam- 
ination of Ks decays at large angles in the KL beam 
coming from collimator rescattering had been seen in 
the previous measurement *~ [2]. This contamina- 
tion was removed by the introduction of a third, in- 
termediate collimator designed to shield the bore of 
the final collimator from the debris coming off the 
edges of the defining collimator. 

The Ks target station is movable throughout the 
50 m evacuated fiducial region. The end of the sin- 
gle Ks collimator is located 7 m from the target and 
is followed by an anti-counter with a lead converter 
in front to define the beginning of the acceptance re- 
gion for Ks decays. The position of this anti-counter 
is used to fix the energy scale for neutral decays with 
a precision of l0 -3 with respect to the charged decay 
energy scale. In ref. [2] both beams were generated 
by 450 GeV protons incident at 3.6 mrad on the tar- 

#1 This required the first 10 m of the fiducial region to 
be omitted from the analysis, a reduction of 20% in 
statistics. 

get, and the measured Ks energy spectrum was harder 
than the KL spectrum. This difference resulted in a 
systematic uncertainty in R equal to three times the 
uncertainty in the relative energy scales between the 
charged and neutral decays. To be less sensitive to 
this uncertainty, the difference in spectra is reduced 
by using protons of 450 GeV at 2.5 mrad for the KL 
beam and of 360 GeV at 4.5 mrad for the Ks beam. 
This reduces the uncertainty on R to 1.2 times the cor- 
responding uncertainty in the energy scale. The ratio 
of the spectra is shown in fig. 2, and compared with 
that for ref. [2]. 

The KL and Ks neutral beams pass in vacuum 
through the fiducial region and through all detector 
elements to a beam dump at 133 m from the final KL 
collimator. At 95 m, a 1 mm thick window, made from 
impregnated Kevlar fibres, separates the vacuum 
from the helium volume containing the wire cham- 
bers. The beam is transported through the helium 
tank and the detector in a pipe varying from 16 cm 
to 19 cm in diameter. The KL and Ks beam cones 
are slightly different in angle and size. The respective 
beam spots at the electromagnetic calorimeter have 
a 4 cm radius for KL and from 4 cm to 6.5 cm radius 
for Ks, depending on the target station position. The 
beam intensity is adjusted so as to give similar activ- 
ity in the detector for the two beams with a singles 
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Fig. 2. The ratio of the decay energy spectrum of the Ks 
beam to that of the KL beam for these data (triangles) 
compared with the same ratio for the earlier measurement 
[21. 

rate of 100 kHz. Typically 10 xx protons per burst of 
2.5 seconds duration are incident on the target in KL 
running and 3 x 107 protons in Ks running. 

4. The detector 

The detector is based on calorimetry and wire cham- 
bers, and is designed for high efficiency and large ac- 
ceptance with the 21r ° and rt +r r -  decays recorded con- 
currently. The main features of the detector are: 

(i) Two wire chambers placed 23 m apart in a he- 
lium tank immediately following the vacuum tank to 
measure the positions of the charged tracks to a pre- 
cision of _~ 0.5 mm per projection. 

( i i )A large (2.4 m x 2.4 m x 25 radiation 
lengths) liquid-argon/lead sandwich electromag- 
netic calorimeter with readout organized in alter- 
nating orthogonal strips and separated into front 
and back halves. The resolution for photons of 
energy E (GeV) after calibration is a ( E )  = 
X/(0.142 + 0.0752E + 0.0052E2), and the position 
resolution is _~ 0.5 mm. 

(iii) An iron/scintillator hadron calorimeter con- 
sisting of orthogonal strips of scintillator separated by 
2.5 cm of iron with 1.2 m total iron thickness. The 
resolution for pions of energy E (GeV) is tr(E) = 
0.65x/E when used in conjunction with the liquid- 
argon calorimeter. 

Triggers are initiated by a scintillator hodoscope in 
front of the liquid-argon calorimeter for decays in- 
volving charged particles, and by a hodoscope in the 
liquid argon, placed after 12.5 radiation lengths, for 
neutral pion decays. These hodoscope triggers require 
a coincidence in opposite quadrants for charged de- 
cays and a left/right coincidence for neutral decays. 
Particles outside the acceptance of the calorimeters 
are vetoed on-line by four rings of anti-counters sur- 
rounding the decay region. Muons from Ku3 decays 
and pion decays in flight are vetoed by a series of  anti- 
counters placed between iron walls behind the hadron 
calorimeter. The trigger further discriminates against 
three-body decays using: the longitudinal shower de- 
velopment for K¢3 events, extra photons seen in the 
calorimeter, the reconstructed neutral decay vertex 
for 3n ° events, and the centre of gravity or the kaon 
direction relative to the beam axis for both charged 
and neutral decays. The trigger efficiency is moni- 
tored continuously using an event sample taken with 
relaxed trigger conditions. Typically in KL an initial 
20 kHz cross-coincidence rate is reduced to 500 Hz 
for events written to tape. 

New components were added to the detector for the 
1988 and 1989 runs to assist in the identification and 
rejection of background. A four-chamber transition 
radiation detector (TRD) [6] was placed between 
the second wire chamber and the charged trigger ho- 
doscope. This provides additional electron/pion dis- 
crimination, which is used to verify the subtraction of 
the Ke3 background in charged KL decays as well as to 
understand better the residual non-Ke3 background in 
this decay mode (see below). For the latter part of the 
data sample the TRD has been included in the trig- 
ger, reducing the on-line loss of it + rr- decays from 2% 
to a negligible level. This allows an additional check 
that the previous K~3 trigger cut does not incur losses 
of it + n -  events beyond that of the off-line Ke3 rejec- 
tion. The number of planes of muon counters was in- 
creased from two to four to allow a sample of stopping 
muons to be recorded to check the Ku3 background 
subtraction. 

In order to improve the control over and under- 
standing of the effects of accidental activity in the de- 
tector, new elements were added in 1989. The wire- 
chamber electronic noise was significantly reduced 
and the readout was expanded from four to eight hits 
per chamber, for a better understanding of losses from 
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spurious hits. The random trigger selection measures 
the accidental  act ivi ty in the 1989 data  sample by de- 
laying a downscaled trigger from a moni tor  in the neu- 
tral beam by #2 69/zs  instead of  the 5 #s  used pre- 
viously. This more accurately records in the random 
events the accidental  act ivi ty seen by good events. Fi- 
nally, zero-cross TDCs are used on groups of  eight 
calorimeter  signals to identify out-of-t ime calorimet-  
ric activity. 

5. Data selection 

Candidates  for the 27t ° decays are selected from 
those events with a reconstructed energy in the elec- 
t romagnet ic  calorimeter  between 60 and 180 GeV and 
with a reconstructed vertex between 2.1 m and 48.9 m 
from the posi t ion of  the final KL collimator.  Candi-  
dates for the 7t + n -  decays are selected from events 
using the same energy and vertex cuts, where these 
variables are calculated from the reconstructed tracks 
in the wire chambers and the ratio of  the calorimetric  
energies of  the charged tracks. Details  o f  the recon- 

~t2 This is three times the SPS period of 23/zs and is equal to 
the period of the slow resonant proton beam extraction. 

struction and calibration procedures may be found 
in ref. [4]. Addi t ional  cuts are required to remove 
backgrounds and to minimize  systematic errors. In all 
cases, these cuts have been chosen to be more severe 
than those used in the trigger. 

The final sample o f  27t ° events is required to have 
exactly four reconstructed energy clusters (photons)  
in the electromagnetic calorimeter,  each with energy 
between 3 and 100 GeV. These four photons are re- 
quired to be at least 5 cm apart,  and to have an im- 
pact  point  on the calorimeter  at least 16 cm from the 
beam axis (4 cm from the edge of  the central hole in 
the calorimeter) .  The centre of  gravity o f  the energy 
deposi t ion in the calorimeter  is required to be less 
than 10 cm from the beam axis. Finally, the first wire 
chamber  is required to have no reconstructed space 
points. 

The background remaining from KL --* 3n ° decays 
in which two of  the six photons escaped detection in 
the calorimeter  and the anti-counters is subtracted us- 
ing a Z 2 variable constructed from the sum and dif- 
ference of  the masses of  the two n ° candidates.  The 
mass resolution used for this X 2 varies as a function 
of  the energy of  the least energetic photon. The distri- 
butions of  Ks and KL events as a function of  Z 2 are 
shown in figs. 3a and 3b. The 3n ° background is fiat in 
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Fig. 3. The distributions of (a) Ks --* 27t ° events and (b) KL ---' 27t ° events as a function of the Z 2 of the two n ° masses. 
The Ks ---, 2n ° events (filled circles) are also included in (b), where they have been combined with the 3~t ° Monte Carlo 
events and normalized to KL. The 37t ° Monte Carlo events (triangles) are shown alone for X 2 < 30. 
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Table 1 
Number of events after background subtraction and back- 
ground fractions. 

Decay Number Total 
mode of events background (%) 

K L ~ 2 n  0 319000 2.67 
K L ~ n + n  - 847000 0.63 
Ks---*2n ° 1 322000 0.07 
Ks--.n+n - 3241000 0.03 

this variable, as can be seen by the distribution of 3zt ° 
Monte Carlo events shown in figure 3b. The rt ° mass 
resolution agrees well between Ks and KL, which is 
shown in fig. 3b where Ks summed together with the 
3n ° Monte Carlo events is superimposed on KL. A cut 
is chosen at 8.4, and various control regions are used, 
for example from 34 to 76, to give a flat extrapolation 
of the background in each energy and vertex bin. The 
average background subtracted is 2.7% (< 0.1%) in 
KL (KS), as given in table 1, and the corresponding 
loss of 2rt ° events is 3%, as measured in KS. 

The It + n -  sample is required to have exactly two 
reconstructed space points in the first wire chamber, 
and to have each track in the second wire chamber 
greater than 18 cm from the beam axis. To be accepted 
as coming from a common vertex, the closest distance 
of approach of the two tracks is required to be less than 
2.5 cm; the r.m.s, error on this distance is typically 
0.3 cm. Events with a coincidence in the first two 
muon planes are removed. 

In contrast to the 2n ° decays with only one source 
of background, the n+ n -  decays have several. Po- 
tential contamination from A ~ prt decays is re- 
moved by requiring that the ratio of the energies of the 
charged particles, as measured in the calorimeters, be 
between 0.4 and 2.5. The reconstructed kaon mass is 
required to be within 2.1 standard deviations (am x + •_ 

20 MeV) of the nominal value. The remaining back- 
ground in the KS data is < 0.1%, predominantly due to 
neutron interactions in the Ks anti-counter, which is 
removed by extrapolating events from a mass region 
above the kaon mass (see the description below for the 
KL backgrounds). In KL, much of the semi-leptonic, 
7t + It-Tt ° and direct zt +7t-7 backgrounds are rejected 
by the kaon mass cut. Events with additional energy 
clusters in the electromagnetic calorimeter (photons 

from r~+rt-n ° and z~+Tt-7 decays) outside the pion 
showers are rejected. Most of the remaining Ke3 de- 
cays are removed by an electron rejection cut which 
requires that the energy deposition of each track in 
the first 13 radiation lengths of the electromagnetic 
calorimeter be less than four times the energy depo- 
sition in the hadron calorimeter. The combination of 
the track energy-ratio cut and the Ke3 cut rejects about 
40% of the original n + rt- sample. 

After all these cuts a small residual background re- 
mains in KL. For the rr + n -  decays, the decay plane 
should contain the production target (allowing for 
measurement errors and multiple scattering), whereas 
in general this is not true for the three-body decays. 
The background can thus be estimated by studying 
the distribution of the perpendicular distance (dr) 
from the decay plane to the target centre, geometri- 
cally scaled for the Ks data in order to compare di- 
rectly with the KL data. These distributions are shown 
in figs. 4a and 4b. The signal region is taken as d t <  
5 cm, and the remaining background is estimated us- 
ing events in a control region of 6 cm <d t  < 11 cm. 
There are four different contributions to the residual 
background in the signal region. These different back- 
ground components are either directly subtracted, or 
extrapolated from the control to signal regions. 

Before subtracting the various background compo- 
nents, both the signal and control regions are first 
corrected for rt + rt- n °, n + n - 7, and neutron-induced 
background events. Those it + n -  rt ° and n + n - 7 events 
that remain unidentified because of the overlay of a 
photon and a pion shower are removed statistically by 
subtracting the number of events with a visible pho- 
ton failing in an area just outside the hadronic shower 
of a pion track. The size of this background is 0.04% 
in the KL beam. There is also a small background of 
pion pairs with a broad mass spectrum generated by 
neutron interactions on the residual gas in the fiducial 
region #3, or in the Ks anti-counter. A Monte Carlo 
was developed using neutron interaction data, and it 
reproduces the observed energy, mass, vertex, and dt 
distributions of the neutron interactions. This is used 
to subtract events under the kaon mass peak, normal- 
izing to events with mass from 0.65 to 1.0 GeV, and 

#3 For the present measucement, the residual pressure 
sometimes reached 3 × 10 -2 Torr, a factor of 10 larger 
than in ref. [2]. 
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Fig. 4. The distributions of (a) K s ~ lt+Tr - events and (b) KL ---+ lt+Tt - events as a function of dr, the perpendicular distance 
of the target from the decay plane. The dashed curves show the distributions expected from each source of background in 
the KL data from three-body decays and neutron interactions. 

removes 0.09% (0.03%) of  events in KL (Ks). 
The dominant  remaining background is due to K¢3 

events. The fraction o f  K~3 in the control region is es- 
tablished using the track response in the TRD, and 
can be cross-checked with the shower width in the 
liquid-argon calorimeter. The K¢3 extrapolation fac- 
tor from the control region into the signal region is 
determined using a sample o f  K¢3 decays, where all 
o f  the rt + ~ -  cuts are applied except the electron re- 
jection cut which is replaced by electron selection cri- 
teria using the TRD and shower width. The Ke3 sub- 
traction is 0.40%. 

There remains a background of  K,3 events, which 
are identified in the control region using the character- 
istic signature of  a catastrophic energy loss in a single 
strip o f  the hadron calorimeter. The K~3 background 
level and extrapolation are simulated by Monte Carlo. 
This Monte Carlo was developed for the previous 
measurement [2 ] using a special run where K~3 events 
were selected with the muon veto. The Monte Carlo 
was further tested, for the present measurement, with 
Ku3 events where the muon stops between the sec- 
ond and third plane in the muon veto. The K,a back- 
ground is 0.10%. The total background in the KL 
zt + n -  channel is 0.63%, and the various components 

Table 2 
Contributions to the KL charged decay background. 

KL --, n + n -  background 

source contribution (%) 

l t  + r t -  n ° 0.04 
~er,,, 0.40 
~/tv 0.10 
neutron interactions 0.09 

are shown in fig. 4b and summarized in table 2. 
The number of  events remaining after all cuts for 

each of  the four modes, together with the subtracted 
background, is shown in table 1. The data are anal- 
ysed in bins o f  10 GeV in energy and 3.6 m in vertex 
position, the background is subtracted from each bin, 
and the double ratio is calculated separately for each 
of  37 self-contained data sets consisting o f  a cycle of  
Ks and KL data taking. The weighted average o f  these 
results #4 for R is 0.9829 -4- 0.0024. 

#4 The corresponding value for the 1988 sample alone is 
0.983 -4- 0.004, in agreement with the value presented in 
ref. [7]. 
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6. Corrections, systematic errors, and systematic 
checks 

This result needs to be corrected for a number of 
small effects. The specific virtue of this method of 
measuring R is that the acceptance for Ks and KL 
events are nearly equal, such that the acceptance cor- 
rection to R is quite small. This correction, applied bin 
by bin, is calculated by Monte Carlo, and accounts for 
differences in beam divergence of the two beams, for 
the effects of resolution smearing of the different spec- 
tra, for finite bin-size effects, and for the difference 
in losses between neutral and charged decays from 
kaons which scattered in the Ks collimator or anti- 
counter. The acceptance correction, not including the 
correction for Ks scattering, increases the value of R 
by 0.0053. The correction for Ks scattering decreases 
the value of R by 0.0039, leading to a net acceptance 
correction of 0.0014 + 0.0009 (stat.). The Ks anti- 
counter has a different efficiency for 27t ° and 7t+Tt - 
decays owing to the four-photon conversion proba- 
bility and the effective distance between the lead and 
scintillator. This leads to a correction which increases 
R by 0.0039. The efficiency of the trigger can be mea- 
sured by studying events for which the trigger restric- 
tions are relaxed. All trigger components were 100% 
efficient within statistical uncertainty, except for the 
processor used to calculate the 2n ° vertex, which is 
measured to be ,,~99.8% efficient and slightly differ- 
ent for Ks and KL. This leads to a correction increas- 
ing R by 0.0012 + 0.0002 (star.). Finally, the net cor- 
rection for the ,,~3% losses of events in each decay 
mode through additional accidental activity in the de- 
tector is measured by overlaying events with informa- 

tion obtained by triggering the detector randomly at 
a frequency proportional to the beam intensity. This 
correction is performed bin by bin where events lost 
(gained) after overlay are added to (removed from) 
each bin. This decreases R by 0.0016 ± 0.0007 (star.). 
The errors on these quantities arise mainly from the 
limited statistics available in the various control sam- 
pies. 

The main sources of systematic error are summa- 
rized in table 3. The uncertainty for the KL --* 27t ° 
background is derived from the 3n ° Monte Carlo, 
which demonstrates that a flat extrapolation in X 2 
from the control to the signal region is correct to bet- 
ter than 5%. For the KL ---, n+n - background, the 
uncertainty arises from both the uncertainty in the 
extrapolation factors for each of the components re- 
moved from the signal as well as from the limit on any 
residual 7t + 7t-7t ° component. The uncertainty in the 
accidental activity correction is obtained by studying 
the stability of the corrected value of R when varying 
cuts sensitive to accidental activity. As can be seen in 
fig. 5a for KL, the net losses increase with beam inten- 
sity and are nearly identical for the two decay modes. 
Fig. 5b shows R after correction for accidentals as a 
function of intensity in the KL beam. 

Small variations of the calorimetric energy mea- 
surements have been observed, primarily in KL, for 
events waiting in an analogue memory for a previous 
event to be digitized and read out. The effects of these 
variations have to a large extent been minimized by 
a pedestal correction based on the time spent in the 
analogue memory. Residual effects are implicitly re- 
moved by the overlay correction for accidentals. These 
corrections have been extensively studied using the 

Table 3 
Sources and magnitude of corrections and systematic uncertainty in the double ratio R. 

Source Correction (%) Systematic uncertainty (%) 

background to KL ~ 2n ° 2.67 
background to KL ---* n+Tt - 0.63 
accidental activity 0.16 
energy scale calibration and stability 
trigger and Ks anti-counter inefficiencies 0.51 
Monte Carlo acceptance 0.14 
wire chamber inefficiency 

total systematic uncertainty 

0.13 
0.10 
0.14 
0.13 
0.09 
0.10 
0.10 

0.30 
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Fig. 5. (a) The average accidental corrections from the overlay of random events for KL ~ 7t+n - and KL ---' rt0~ 0 as a 
function of the instantaneous beam intensity in KL. (b) The double ratio R as a function of the KL beam intensity. The 
intensity is normalized to the mean intensity. 

dependence of the physical quantities, such as the n o 
mass for neutral events and the kaon mass for charged 
events. For the subset of the data where the measure- 
ment of the time spent in the analogue memory is 
available, there remains a difference in the charged 
to neutral ratio of events in KL according to whether 
or not the events wait. This ratio is 2.646 + 0.011 for 
events that wait and 2.692 + 0.009 for those events 
that do not wait, where the errors are purely statis- 
tical. Within the systematic error quoted below, no 
loss of events due to trigger, read-out or analysis cuts 
has been found to be correlated with the waiting time; 
therefore all events have been used. As shown in fig- 
ure 5b, there is also no evidence for a dependence of 
R on intensity, to which the event waiting time is cor- 
related. 

There is a systematic uncertainty associated with 
the knowledge of the relative energy scales between 
each of the four decay modes. By fitting to the anti- 
counter position in Ks, the 27t ° energy scale is fixed 
and the kaon energy scale for re+n- decays, which 
is established by the geometry of the wire chambers, 
is checked. The stability of the energy calibration is 
monitored, both in time and between the two beam 
modes, using the reconstructed kaon mass for the 
re+re- decays, and by comparing the vertex posi- 
tions reconstructed from the wire chambers and the 
electromagnetic calorimeter for 2re ° decays in which 
one of the n ° undergoes a Dalitz decay and for KL 
---, re + re-7t ° decays. The combined systematic uncer- 
tainty in R from the energy scale, stability, and any 
residual non-linearity is 0.0013. 

The systematic error for the trigger is statistical in 
nature, limited by the number of events taken with re- 

laxed trigger conditions. A potential systematic effect 
due to accidental activity, not covered by the over- 
lay correction, is an accidental trigger followed by a 
good neutral or charged decay. Some of these events 
could survive both trigger and off-line cuts and create 
an asymmetry. Using the zero-cross TDCs the rate of 
good events with calorimetric signals which are late 
with respect to their trigger time is measured to be 
1-2 x 10 -4 for the different decay modes, with no 
discernable asymmetry at the 10 -4 level. The system- 
atic error on the trigger efficiency and the correction 
for the Ks anti-counter inefficiency is estimated to be 
0.0009. 

A systematic error could arise if the wire chamber 
inefficiency changed with beam conditions. Owing to 
the redundancy obtained with four planes per cham- 
ber, the inefficiency is small. The losses in the first 
chamber are about 0.05% in both beams; in the sec- 
ond chamber about 0.3% of events are lost in KL runs 
and 0.1% in Ks runs. These losses are estimated from 
K¢3 and Ks ---, 7t +re- data, where the event is defined 
by only the calorimeter and one chamber. This ineffi- 
ciency is entirely compatible with the expected losses 
from dead channels, which is symmetric between Ks 
and KL, and from accidental activity, for which a cor- 
rection has been made. There is therefore no correc- 
tion to R due to chamber inefficiency within an esti- 
mated systematic uncertainty of 4-0.001. 

As previously mentioned, approximately 40% of 
good K --. re +re- decays are removed by the track 
energy-ratio and I~3 cuts. The track energy-ratio cut 
has been varied so that the loss of re + re- decays is 
changed by ± 10%. Variations of the double ratio are 
all within 0.1%. Similarly, alternative electron rejec- 
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tion cuts using the TRD in combination with a calori- 
metric cut have been applied to half of the data sam- 
ple. These cuts allow the nominal 20% loss of n+Tt- 
events from the electron rejection to be reduced to 
between Nl% and 10%, with a corresponding total 
background subtraction from 1.6% to 0.6%. The re- 
suiting variations of the double ratio are well within 
the ,-~0.1% statistical uncertainty. In addition, the K~3 
background subtraction itself can be checked by ap- 
plying a TRD cut in addition to the standard electron 
rejection. For a TRD cut which reduces by a factor of 
three the remaining Ke3 background and rejects only 
0.4% of 7r+Tr - events, the change in the double ratio 
is 0.02%. 

The final result for R is 0.9878 ± 0.0026 + 0.0030, 
where the first error is statistical and the second is 
systematic. This represents a net correction of only 
0.0049 relative to the weighted average given above. 
A full discussion of the systematic investigation of the 
result will be found in a complete description of the 
experiment to be published [ 5]. 
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7. Conclusions 

The result ofthis measurement of R gives Re e'/e = 
(2.0 + 0.7) × 10 -3. In order to combine this result 
with our previous result, Re e' / e = (3.3 -t- 1.1 ) x 10- 3 
[2 ], a common systematic uncertainty of 0.0028 in R 
must he taken into account. The averaged result for R 
is then 0.9862 + 0.0039, and the corresponding value 
forRe e'/~ is (2.3+0.65) × 10 -3 . 

This result can be compared with recent measure- 
ments performed at Fermilab. These are Re e'/e = 
(3.2±3.0) x 10 -3 [8] andRee ' / e  = (0.74±0.59) × 
10- 3 [ 3 ]. Combining the averaged results of the two 
experiments gives Re e'/e = (1.48 ± 0.43) x 10 -3, 
more than three standard deviations from zero. The 
probability for these respective measurements to be 
consistent with each other and agree with the overall 
average is 9%. The results of these experiments pro- 
vide evidence for direct CP violation at a level con- 
sistent with the expectations of the Standard Model 
with a top-quark mass in the region of 150 GeV [9]. 
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